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Industrial Management in India 
II. Tatas 

H. T. Parekh 

I S I O N is the outstanding qua
lity which best describes the 

contribution of the House of Tatas 
to the field of industrial manage
ment in India , To have planned 
fifty years ago the monumental 
Steel Works and the Hydro-Electric 
Works is a mark of boldness for 
which there is no parallel in Indian 
industry. In the present phase of 
the country's development this qua
lity can hardly be over-emphasised. 

The second distinguishing mark 
of Tata management is the com
plete adoption of western methods 
of scientific industrial management. 
In contrast to most Ind ian business 
houses where not only control but 
also management is based on pro
prietory lines, Tatas have sought 
to ensure continuity and efficiency 
lor their concerns by absorbing the 
best talents wherever available. 
Many Indian Managing Agency 
firms have gone down or failed to 
come up because of their narrow 
and exclusive interests, which seek 
to hold their industrial concerns as 
a family preserve, which no outsider 
is allowed to enter, even if his abi
lity would materially benefit the 
concerns. 

Best management in modern 
enterprises has been the result of 
what is known as the " managerial 
revolution," recognised by Tatas, 
though it has yet to find general 
acceptance in the country. Thanks 
to such recognition., Tatas have 
been able to maintain their far 
flung industrial empire and even to 
expand i t . But for the outstanding 
services of men like Sir Ardeshir 
Dalai , not only the steel company 
but Ta ta concerns generally could 
not have been strengthened. 

In spite of the constant attempt 
to take new men, several of the 
Tata concerns seem to have suffered 
due to insufficient attention. The 
very extensive nature of Ta ta inter
ests has perhaps come in the way 
of an intensive effort in the 
management of individual con
cerns. Can it be that quality of 
work . has suffered, because of the 
wide variety of interests? Evidence 

is available which lends strength to 
this view, 

TEXTILE MILLS 
Three textile mills under Tata 

management constitute one of their 
oldest interests. The prosperity 
which the war brought to the tex
tile industry is no doubt shared by 
the Tata mil ls Yet a general 
study of , the results does not sug
gest that the working of these mills 
compares favourably wi th other 
leading mills. One has come to 
expect best results from Tata's 
management. This has not been 
the case here. Central India, Cen
tury and Kohinoors used to com
mand the same interest on the 
Stock Exchange before the war. 
Stock prices are a fair measure of 
the relative efficiency of industrial 
units. Dur ing the last ten years, 
interest in Central Indias has 
steadily languished. Century and 
more particularly Kohinoors have 
stolen a march over Central Indias. 
An impression has gained ground 
that the obsolete nature of its 
machinery accounts mainly for the 
unsatisfactory working, while the 
more energetic management of 
Kohinoors took up the work of 
renovation of plant and machinery 
even when the war was on and 
has almost completed that work 
by now. 

Why have Tatas not shown the 
same vigilance and energy? The 
need of maintaining an industrial 
asset at the highest level of effi
ciency through renovation is an 
aspect of industrial management to 
which Tatas have always been 
alive. A n d yet it is difficult to 
escape the conclusion that, judging 
from the working of Tata group of 
mills, this aspect has not received 
the full attention and effort that it 
deserves. 

HYDRO - ELECTRIC 
It is claimed in the latest Annual 

Report of Ta ta Power Co. that 
the integrated Tata Hydro-Electric 
system w i t h a total generating 
capacity of 2,80,000 k.w. is the 
largest in India. But in recent 

years the Calcutta Electric Supply 
Corporation has carried out such a 
vigorous policy of expansion that 
the pride of place enjoyed by the 
Tata system no longer holds good. 
The Chairman of the Calcutta 
Electric stated in the annual report 
that by the end of this year the 
effective generating capacity of the 
Corporation wi l l be brought upto 
3,65,000 k.w. The extension work 
on hand when completed wi l l have 
a total installed capacity of 
4.05,000 k.w., an increase of 60 per 
cent, over the 1949 capacity. 

The purpose of this comparison 
is to show that relatively, the 
management of Calcutta Electric: 
has shown greater readiness and 
energy in executing plans of expan
sion wi th the growth in demand 
for power. As early as 1944, even 
when the war was on, the work of 
extension was taken up. Had the 
Tatas taken a similar long-range 
view early enough., Bombay would 
have been spared the present 
phase of acute power shortage. 
A l l that this comparison is intend
ed to convey is the supreme need 
in industrial management today 
of a continuous policy to look 
ahead and carry out plans which 
w i l l meet the needs of tomorrow 
as is evident in the West. The 
fundamental difference between the 
hydro-electric power- system in 
Bombay and the thermal system in 
Calcutta no doubt puts a natural 
l imi t to the former to expand, but 
even wi th in that range, extensive 
work which is now taken on hand 
could have been accomplished 
earlier. 

TATA STEEL 
Another angle on the same prob

lem of the correct long term policy 
can be observed from a broad 
review of the last ten years work
ing of the Tata Steel Company. 
Looking back one cannot escape 
the conclusion that the company 
followed an unduly generous policy 
in respect of dividend distribution 
to ordinary and deferred share
holders during the war years. The 
liberal dividends though made wi th 
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46, when the company could have 
easily raised the required capital 
in the form of debentures. A closer 
view of the long-term requirements 
of the company would have dic
tated that course in those years in 
spite of the prevailing unsettled 
conditions and the work of renova
t ion would not have been delayed. 

The above remarks are made to 
emphasise the basic considerations 
which modern industry is constantly 
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required to take into account for 
policy making. They are not 
intended to disparage the great 
effort which Tatas have been mak
ing in putt ing Ind ia on the indus
t r ia l map of the world . If the 
tempo of industrialisation in the 
country is to rise, a searching 
enquiry into the policy pursued by 
our industrial enterprises should 
serve an useful purpose by high
l ight ing the weak spots. 

H a r d Times 
OME countries plan for plenty; 

others according to their de
tractors, plan for scarcity. We 
plan for the love of planning. At 
least that is what we have been 
doing so far. 

Now things may change. There 
is, unfortunately, little cause for 
jubilat ion in this. There had so 
long been all sorts of speculation 
about the Planning Commission, 
that, it may become a r ival cabinet, 
that it may take over responsibili
ties which should be discharged by 
the Cabinet itself, and cannot be 
delegated to any other body. A l l 
such speculation has been laid to 
rest, by the official report that has 
been published about its activities. 
Besides, the rejection by the Cabi
net of the Planning Commission's 
advise that the price of cotton 
should not be raised, has received 
such wide publicity that no room 
for doubt is left that the Planning 
Commission is only an advisory 
body. This means its advices need 
not necessarily be acted upon. 
And in any ease, it has no execu
tive powers or functions. 

The official report, referred to 
above, mentions a variety of acti
vities. There is, to begin wi th , the 
collection of information regarding 
available resources. There is, be
sides, the hangman's job of gui l
lotining projects, of which there 
are thousands, projects both of the 
Central and of the State Govern
ments. This is politely referred to 
as determination of priorities. 
Thi rd ly , the routine job of what is 

again politely called tendering 
advice, but is, in effect, merely 
replying to queries. 

The Government of India have 
not got any information bureau, 
the deceptive nomenclature of the 
department attached to the Ministry 
of Information notwithstanding. 
The previous regime did not en
courage the outside public to ask 
too many questions. In fact, such 
curiosity was severely frowned 
upon. And for the departments 
themselves, it was not necessary to 
ask any questions. A l l relevant 
information could be found in the 
files. But nowadays things have 
changed, and the functions of the 
Government have widened. What 
arc harassed officials to do, fared 
with complex problems which call 
for a lot of information of all sorts, 
information that cannot be found 
in the departmental tiles? They 
naturally pounce upon any agency 
which can possibly help. 

For the departments themselves 
assailed by queries from others, it 
is a question of developing the 
right sort of immunity to probings. 
Some of the old established ones 
which, one should have thought, 
would be used for such purposes 
have developed such a hardened 
insensitivity by the simple process of 
giving evasive or unhelpful replies 
when hard pressed, or by not 
replying to enquiries at al l , that 
no one now thinks of approaching 
them. If some interested Member 
of the Parliament would table a 
question about the number of 

enquiries addressed, say, to the 
Department of Commercial Inte l l i 
gence and Statistics, and to the 
Research Department of the Reserve 
Bank, the answer, we are quite 
sure, w i l l provide a statistical con
firmation of this well-known fact. 

This is only a digression to 
explain why the Planning Commis
sion has to answer so many ques
tions though it may not be its 
function to answer questions, but 
to plan things. If things are not 
intended to be planned, that is of 
course quite another matter. W h y 
then bother it unnecessarily? 

The survey of resources, the 
other important task of the Com-, 
mission, is also not an end in 
itself. It is only necessary for its 
primary job of planning, and if no 
planning is to be done, well, there 
are other agencies better fitted for 
this task of compilation. 

Thus, by a process of elimination, 
one arrives at the main function 
of this Commission, viz. , the guil
lotining of projects. Even for do
ing this effectively, there is some 
preliminary work to be completed. 
And at this task the Planning Com
mission is now engaged 

The official report mentions the 
immediate programme of develop
ment for the next two years, and 
another for a longer period of five 
to six years, It is the latter on 
which the Planning Commission 
wil l have to concentrate its atten
tion seriously. What lends urgency 
to it is not only the forthcoming 
Conference at Colombo for examin
ing the resources and development 
programmes for the Commonwealth 
countries, but something more 
pressing—the lack of funds. A tr ial 
balance sheet of the nation which 
is being worked out for the next 
five or six years—is going to pro
duce jitters all round. This wi l l be 
a balance sheet of our foreign 
exchange resources—estimated ex
ports, imports, sterling releases and 
foreign loans; a long term budget, 
consolidated, of the revenue and 
expenditure for these years; an 
estimate of demand for industrial 
and agricultural products against 
estimated production and so on. 

Forecasts are strongly coloured 
by the prevailing psychology at the 
moment when they are made. 
The present survey of resources 
and requirements is being drawn 
up at a time when spirits have 
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